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Cooperative Conservation: Increasing Capacity through Community Partnerships Interagency Volunteer Program was
funded by the Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act and implemented by the Public Lands Institute at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas on behalf of and in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management, National Park
Service, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
CONCISE STATEMENT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Cooperative Conservation: Increasing Capacity through Community Partnerships – Interagency
Volunteer Program is a Round 4 Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act (SNPLMA)‐
funded project implemented by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Public Lands Institute on
behalf of and in cooperation with four federal agencies in Southern Nevada. The program:
•

Was recognized with two consecutive National Take Pride in America Awards (2005
and 2006) in the Federal Program category.

•

Created a central clearinghouse created for Southern Nevada public lands volunteers,
including:
─ an online volunteer data‐management application (Volgistics) adopted and
customized for the program and populated with 2,866 active and 974 prospective
volunteer records
─ a community outreach Web site that currently averages 57,930 hits per month and
has aided in the recruitment of 1,211 volunteers
─ branding development and marketing and outreach tool creation

•

Developed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for all areas of Interagency Volunteer
Program Management—recruitment, training, recognition, retention of volunteers, event
planning, and database management.

•

Implemented an Interagency Volunteer Program with the following components:
─ volunteer recruitment activities
─ volunteer orientation and training courses
─ volunteer recognition events
─ volunteer service yielding nearly 8,500 hours of volunteer work (equivalent to more
than $159,000) done on Federal public lands

•

Acquired in‐kind and monetary awards based on research and identification of potential
funding opportunities and collaborations with national and local organizations.

•

Identified volunteer preferences via informal survey.

•

Built and maintained relationships with the public through outreach activities at
community events; rapid data entry into database; timely response to inquiries through
telephone, electronic, and mail correspondence; and presentation at a professional
conference.
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BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
Four southern Nevada federal land management agencies—Bureau of Land Management
(BLM); National Park Service (NPS); U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS); U.S. Forest Service
(USFS)—manage more than seven million acres in southern Nevada. Since 1999, these agencies
have been working together to develop collaborative programs and projects that enhance
services to the public, improve the stewardship of the federal lands, and increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of their management activities.
Although each agency maintains an independent volunteer program, agency management and
Volunteer Program Coordinators recognized that creation of a joint program would improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of their individual activities. At the same time, informal
observations indicated that southern Nevada’s dramatically increasing population was often
times not clear on how to become engaged in volunteerism on public lands, despite the
existence of the many available opportunities. Las Vegas has experienced explosive growth in
the past 25 years, growing by 83.5% between 1990 and 2000. 1 Such growth is leading to
increased impact to public lands, but also provides a larger pool of people from which to draw
volunteers.
The Southern Nevada Interagency Volunteer Program (IVP) began in 2001/2002 when the
Outside Las Vegas Foundation, a private non‐profit organization, asked the National Park
Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (RTCA) to build a partnership
among the existing southern Nevada federal land volunteer programs. Volunteer Program
Coordinators from each agency and RTCA commenced work (in a limited capacity) to jointly
recruit, train, manage, support, recognize, and promote the long‐term involvement of
volunteers in southern Nevada. This work was the springboard for the future creation of a
mutually beneficial joint program that would meet the needs, operations, missions, and goals
of all four agencies.
The new IVP Team recognized the benefit in providing a cohesive, centralized source of
information for the region’s volunteers. They also identified the need to develop effective
communications tools and strategies; institute combined training and recognition programs;
develop relationships and partnerships with businesses and non‐profit organizations that could
lend support; and measure and evaluate results of the joint volunteer program. These team‐
building and planning efforts were all achieved without financial support. In addition,
Volunteer Program Coordinators generously helped deliver each others’ volunteer events,
which included sacrifice of personal time.
In 2004, the four federal agencies nominated a project to support these joint efforts with
Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act (SNPLMA) funding in the Conservation
Initiatives category. This project, Cooperative Conservation: Increasing Capacity through Community
Partnerships – Interagency Volunteer Program, was approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

1

(2004) Justice & Democracy Forum on the Leading Social Indicators in Nevada, UNLV.
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In 2005, the National Park Service, which serves as the lead agency on the project, entered into
a Great Basin Cooperative Ecosystems Studies Unit (GBCESU) Cooperative and Joint Venture
Agreement with the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) so that the UNLV Public Lands
Institute (PLI) could administer the program. A Program Manager and support staff were hired
to carry out the project. The purpose of the project, as stated in the Conservation Initiative
Nomination, was described as follows:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Develop and administer a central clearinghouse and single point of contact for public
lands volunteers.
Develop a joint volunteer recruitment process with a single database, Web site, and
application forms.
Develop joint volunteer training programs.
Connect volunteers and volunteer groups with specific land management projects, such
as litter clean‐up, research, restoration, outdoor education, invasive weed removal, trail
maintenance, native plant propagation, site stewardship, etc.
Train interagency volunteer project leaders.
Develop coordinated volunteer recognition programs.

Working together, the four federal agencies and UNLV PLI have achieved the above goals in
the creation and implementation of the “Get Outdoors Nevada” Interagency Volunteer
Program, which augments and expands existing individual agency programs, but does not
replace them. In its first two years, “Get Outdoors Nevada” received local attention and
national recognition. Throughout the remainder of this report, the program will be referred to
as Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP.

DETAILED ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This project accomplished the formation and implementation of the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP,
a central, interagency volunteer program. The IVP Team mission to encourage, support, and build
volunteerism to conserve, protect, enhance, and foster an appreciation of the diverse natural, cultural, and
recreational areas in southern Nevada was fundamental to program development. Benefits of the
new program include:
•
•
•

•

A united volunteerism effort that is less confusing to the public and that has a stronger
impact than the four individual programs alone.
A centralized volunteer database capable of matching of individuals (based upon skills,
desired location, and need) to appropriate volunteer opportunities on the public lands.
A Web site that provides community members one convenient location to learn about
volunteer opportunities, training classes, and scheduled events on the public lands
surrounding Las Vegas.
Recognition of volunteers for the work that they have performed across public lands in
southern Nevada, rather than on an agency‐by‐agency basis.
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•

A rapid response system sufficiently staffed to provide same‐day replies to public
inquiries and build a positive relationship between the public and the Federal agencies
and UNLV.

Products
Bulleted items, indicated throughout this document with the ► symbol will be included in the
3‐Year Cooperative Conservation: Increasing Capacity through Community Partnerships—Interagency
Volunteer Program Compilation Volumes, which will be delivered to the agencies on or before
August 29, 2007.

Awards
Take Pride in America Award in the Federal Volunteer Program Category (2005)

Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton presented the 2005 award to the Southern Nevada
Interagency Volunteer Program. Secretary Norton, USA Freedom Corps Director Desiree Sayle
and Take Pride in America Executive Director Marti Allbright commended the volunteers
during the Department of Interior event.
Take Pride in America Award in the Federal Volunteer Program Category (2006)

Secretary of the Interior Dirk Kempthorne presented the 2006 award to the Southern Nevada
Interagency Volunteer Program at an awards ceremony held September 14 at the Department of
the Interior in Washington, DC.

Central Clearinghouse
Through this project a centralized, multi‐agency volunteer program with a single point of
contact was formed. A secure, joint volunteer database and Web site (described below) were
created to serve as a Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP central clearinghouse or information and data‐
exchange mechanism. These two components provide the infrastructure to support community
outreach, electronic communications, and data management. A name and branding image
(described below) were created to encourage a positive general public perception that matched
the purpose and intent of the program, to create a strong impact, and to be memorable and
easily recognizable.
Volunteer Database

Commercially available data management applications were reviewed, analyzed, and tested for
applicability to volunteer data management. The staff of the National Supercomputing Center
for Energy and the Environment at UNLV assessed the security of potential applications.
The Volgistics (www.volgistics.com) volunteer data management application was chosen for
the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP from among several systems because it best met partnership
requirements and complies with generally accepted best practices related to network,
application, and data‐storage security. Volgistics is a user‐friendly, web‐based application
dedicated exclusively to volunteer information technology. A subscription to Volgistics
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provides a secure, cost‐effective, robust database that allows project administrators to recruit,
track, and coordinate volunteers. Data is accessible 24 hours a day. An additional advantage of
utilizing an existing application designed specifically for volunteer data management purposes
(as opposed to developing a new application) is that it was immediately available for use and its
functionality was assured and extensively tested. The Volgistics application is customizable by
subscribers and has been customized to meet the requirements of the Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP. Accordingly, it is used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accept online volunteer interest form and PDF downloadable interagency application
(Form 301: Volunteer Application for Natural Resources Agencies).
Send e‐mail to individuals or groups of volunteers.
Track core volunteer information, including demographics, skills, preferences,
availability, and emergency contacts.
Match volunteers to assignments based on preferences and qualifications.
Track volunteer assignments, and the sites or places where volunteers serve.
Record, track, and report volunteer hours, hour values, and mandatory volunteer
service.
Track the people who coordinate volunteers at each location, and organize volunteers by
these coordinators.
Schedule and track training history and certification of individual volunteers.
Schedule assignments and volunteers, view schedule openings, and send volunteer
schedule reminders automatically by e‐mail.
Track volunteer prerequisites and when volunteers complete each requirement.
Print lists, labels, letters, and service reports.
Manage volunteer recognition.
Archive former volunteer records and manage multi‐site volunteer programs.

Volunteers paint at Red Rock Canyon

Volunteers remove debris at Spring Mountains

National Conservation Area (BLM)

National Recreation Area (USFS)
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As seen in Fig. 1 below, the database is populated with more than 3,800 records. This figure has
increased steadily since its activation in the fourth quarter of 2004. Use of Volgistics has been
extremely effective in enhancing management of these data by Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP.
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Fig 1. The number of records in the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Volgistics Database has steadily
increased since inception.
Twenty‐eight volunteers have also participated in a test of the Volunteer Information Center
(VIC) feature of Volgistics. This feature allows selected volunteers to update their personal
information, schedule themselves for an assigned task, and log volunteer hours. The BLM has
decided to continue to use this feature, and it may be used by the other agencies, as determined
by each agency.
Data collected within the Volgistics database were analyzed using a geographic information
system (GIS) to better understand southern Nevada volunteer populations. Phase I maps were
created to visualize the geographic locations of volunteer populations. Such analyses provide
important information to better focus future outreach materials, to improve advertisement
distribution, and to explore the likelihood of participation in events based upon travel distance.
It is important to note that standardized applications, creation of an interagency database
populated with volunteer personal information, and Web site development, which included
input and submission of participant data, raised concerns regarding compliance with the
Privacy Act. The Federal Interagency Team on Volunteerism (FITV) was consulted and
provided direction regarding volunteer service agreements and applications so that the
database and associated data collection methods are in compliance with federal standards.

► Userguide: Processing Volunteers—Using the Volgistics Database Application, by Chuck
Williams
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► Maps: Phase I Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP GIS maps based on volunteer data
► Form: Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Database Confidentiality Agreement
Note: The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Database Confidentiality Agreement was developed
by UNLV and signed by each Volgistics database administrator. All new users will be
required to sign this agreement to protect the confidentiality of volunteer participants.
Web site www.getoutdoorsnevada.org

The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Web site (Phase I), which launched February 1, 2005, was
designed as a major central outreach tool to connect Southern Nevadans with volunteer
opportunities on their public lands, build relationships with volunteers, deliver on the promise
of the Get Outdoors Nevada Brand (see Branding, below), and manage the brand through its
lifecycle. The Phase I Web site introduced the brand and set the brand’s expectation – what we
are, what we do, and how we do it. The Web site serves as a one‐stop shop and presents
organized interagency volunteer information to prospective and existing volunteers in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

About Us – background information on the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP
Contact – contact information for Get Outdoors Nevada and volunteer programs at each
agency
Events Calendar – a priority list of volunteer conservation opportunities
Links – other Web sites of interest to volunteers
Partners – links to each agency
Photo Gallery – images from past volunteer events
Volunteer – position descriptions for long‐term, operational volunteer opportunities;
training schedule; information update form; and descriptions of public lands locations

The site is also a key component in information intake as well. It provides a convenient online
volunteer interest form and downloadable PDF interagency application (Form 301: Volunteer
Application for Natural Resources Agencies), event sign‐up, and training registration.
Participants can also easily update their contact information. The extensive “volunteer interest
form” is a portal to the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Volgistics application, so input information is
automatically added to the volunteer database. The volunteer interest form and Volgistics serve
to match volunteers with specific types of opportunities based on skill, interest, and location.
Usage rates of the Phase I Web site has been monitored and reported since 2005 and can be seen
in Fig. 2 on the next page. Following launch of the site, community response to volunteer
opportunities benefiting the participating federal agencies has grown significantly and database
records have steadily increased (see also Program Implementation and Associated
Partnerships).
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The Phase I Web site is monitored through a statistical package that tracks and reports site
usage. With the exception of one quarter, a steady increase of site hits has been observed. Pages
viewed per month, has doubled since 2005 from 3,000 pages to nearly 6,000 pages in 2007.
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Fig. 2. Chart shows average number of pages viewed by quarter on the Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP Phase I Web site.
The Phase I Web site project focused on content development, organization, and an initial
design that would allow getoutdoorsnevada.org to quickly launch and begin to provide
information to and communicate with current and prospective volunteers. The Phase II Web
site improved upon the initial Web site design and increased awareness of the Get Outdoors
Nevada Web site and brand (see Branding below). The components of the Phase II Web site
project include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

An updated, refined, more colorful Web site that includes animation, interaction, and
more activities to appeal to diverse audiences with a casual, “outdoors” feel.
A new organizational theme intended to attract and accommodate first‐time visitors and
prospective volunteers.
A new section specifically designed for youth to appeal to younger audiences.
Engaging, interactive educational elements, including Flash coloring books for children
New content to inspire prospective volunteers and aid in the retention of existing
volunteers such as, video volunteer testimonials and a new image gallery and searchable
photo library.
Improved statistics to track and monitor visits and users.
Pre‐ and post‐surveys to assess the site’s effectiveness in reaching target audiences and
meeting objectives.
Paid advertising to promote the Web site in television, print, radio, Web site banners,
billboards, bus shelters/bus wraps, and movie slides.
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► Web site: www.getoutdoorsnevada.org
► Report: Results and Analysis of Web site Effectiveness Survey
Branding

The development of branding (name and image) designed specifically for connection with
general public audiences was the first key step in the overall establishment of a public face to
the volunteer “central clearinghouse.” Interagency Volunteer Program is understood internally,
but to effectively engage the general public, the name “Get Outdoors Nevada” was chosen
because it reflects the nature of the organization, gains the interest of prospective volunteers,
and issues a call to action.
Get Outdoors Nevada branding unifies an interagency effort, encourages a convivial general
public perception of the program, creates strong impact, and is memorable and easily
recognizable. The Get Outdoors Nevada brand is used consistently on all outreach materials,
including the Web site. The brand identity statement, “Volunteer and make the land your own,”
defines and sets the expectation for the brand. The consistent use of branding (name and image)
improves recognition of the program over time, making the brand stronger.
The first step in the lifecycle – creation and definition – is complete. The next step in the brand
lifecycle – awareness and recognition – is enhanced by exposure in many different ways in
many different places. The Web site was and continues to be a key component in bringing the
brand to life, making it engaging and memorable.

Communication
Marketing and Outreach Tools

Public relations, advertising, and outreach are the primary marketing tools used to reach the
general public. Public relations methods and outreach activities are productive mechanisms to
gain credibility, recruit volunteers, and communicate accomplishments. Get Outdoors
Nevda/IVP found traditional advertising and e‐mail to be the most effective methods to
increase awareness and drive visitors to the Web site. The following marketing tools were
employed to raise awareness:
•
•

Public Relations and Outreach: news releases/media advisories, articles/news stories,
and community/outreach events
Advertising and Promotion: print ads and radio sponsorship spots, promotional flyers,
e‐mails, banners, and posters

Reporting

Throughout the project, the four federal agencies were advised of program progress and
accomplishments through detailed quarterly reports.

► Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Marketing Packet
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Standard Operating Procedures
Throughout the course of the agreement, the IVP Team met with the UNLV PLI Program
Manager to develop, refine, and document a combined recruitment, recognition, and training
program that could be implemented across all four land management agencies. Program
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) were drafted and agreed upon by all team members. The
SOP provides detailed, written instructions to achieve uniformity of events but is dynamic in
nature. Regular reviews and updates are necessary in order to ensure compliance with agency
policy and programs, and to maximize efficiency as changes occur. Specific topic areas covered
within the SOP include:
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer Recruitment
Volunteer Training
Volunteer Recognition
Volunteer Event Guidelines
User guide, Processing Volunteers—Using the Volgistics Database Application, by Chuck
Williams

The SOP also includes the following forms developed in accordance with Federal agency
policies:
•
•
•
•

Volunteer Interest Form
Volunteer Event Sign‐up Form
Event Profile, Planning Form, Schedule & Logistics, and Event Accomplishments
Award Nomination and Rating Forms

► Manual: Southern Nevada Interagency Volunteer Program Standard Operating Procedures
Recruitment
The participating federal agencies need two types of volunteers for its short‐term and long‐term
efforts. Effective recruitment is critical to the success of Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP. Episodic
volunteers are short‐term and attend large, single‐day clean‐up or restoration activities, usually
scheduled to coincide with large‐scale national efforts (e.g., Earth Day). Long‐term, operational
volunteers are specially trained and expected to regularly contribute to agency projects in
specific capacities.
To recruit the two types of volunteers, The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP has used a combination
of several recognized volunteer recruitment methods (described below). The methods for each
are described in detail within the SOP.
Partnering

Local civic groups and corporations have supported Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP events with
hundreds of volunteers. In general, the types of civic groups that are most likely to partner are:
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groups centered on community service or that regularly participate in community service
activities. Groups whose individual members are likely to have a common interest with the Get
Outdoors Nevada/IVP cause are also important. Partnering is a method that is best suited to
recruit large numbers of short‐term, drop‐in volunteers for specific events.
The following civic groups are among those who have provided volunteers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andre Agassi Academy
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of America
City of Las Vegas Leisure Services
Clark County High School
Friends of Red Rock Canyon
Sierra Club
Spring Mountains Volunteers
Labor of Love (UNLV Service Project)

The following corporate partners are among those who have provided volunteers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albertsons
Bank of America
Ernst & Young
HSBC Bank
REI
Starbucks
Timberland
Wal‐Mart
Wells Fargo

The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Program Manager works to maintain the relationships forged
with partner organizations through timely and regular communication and by acknowledging
and recognizing their involvement. It is hoped that individual participants may consider
volunteering for future events or becoming a long‐term volunteers if they have positive
experiences. Volunteers recruited through partnerships are also individually added to the
contact list and given the Web site address so that they can remain connected to Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP if they choose.
Targeted Recruitment

Efficient recruitment efforts target populations likely to be interested in the Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP objectives. In addition to participation in outdoor and service‐oriented civic
organizations, this population is likely to attend events focused on the southern Nevada
outdoor and/or service‐related themes. Therefore, recruitment campaigns have taken place at
specific community events such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clark County Fair and Rodeo
Clark County Farm Festival
Harvest Fest/Joshua Jubilee at Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area
HSBC World Environment Day
National Trails Day at Henderson Equestrian Park
Spring Fling at Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area
St. Rose Dominican Hospital Earth Day event
Summerlin Earthfaire
UNLV Fall Connection Carnival
UNLV Volunteer Service Fair

Web sites and mass e-mail invitation

The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Web site (www.getoutdoorsnevada.org) in combination with
the Volgistics database are used to send mass e‐mail invitations to recruit all existing volunteers
for specific events. Notification of events is also provided to e‐mail lists maintained by other
individuals and organizations.

Training
Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP was established as the central point of contact for information
regarding the two types of multi‐agency courses held: orientation and optional training classes.
Online class registration occurs though getoutdoorsnevada.org.
Centralized coordination of interagency volunteer orientation and training programming is
beneficial to land management agencies and volunteers alike. With the Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP, potential volunteers need only make one phone call or visit one Web site to learn
about all offered training opportunities. Broad advertising and easy public access results in
more efficient use of agency resources, including training instructors and meeting space.
Volunteer Orientation

The IVP Team developed the Volunteer Orientation Course to provide clear direction and
relevant information to correctly and safely perform volunteer duties. This programming also
enhances general volunteer knowledge of Southern Nevada public lands and the agencies that
manage them. The Volunteer Orientation Course is a one‐day program that covers the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History and Mission of Each Agency
Agency Responsibilities
Volunteer Responsibilities
Ethics
Harassment Policy
Customer Service
Safety
Contacts
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During the project period, the orientation course was conducted five times by IVP Team
members to 140 active volunteers. A Volunteer Orientation Manual and a scripted PowerPoint
presentation addressing all of the above topics were developed to accompany the course.
Volunteers that have the opportunity to gain additional knowledge in their interest areas will
likely have greater understanding and a deeper appreciation for their public lands, which,
hopefully, will inspire and motivate continued stewardship. Increased knowledge on particular
subjects is also necessary for performing specific duties. Thus, additional training courses are
held to expand volunteer knowledge about the resource, and include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Astronomy
Bloodborne Pathogens
Botany Field Trip
Defensive Driving
Desert Survival
Endangered Species
Euro‐American Cultural Resources
First Aid / CPR / AED
Geology of Red Rock
Introduction to Las Vegas Hiking
Invasive Plant Species
Personal Species
Personal Safety
Map / Compass / GPS
Native American Cultural Resources
Plants of the Mojave
Wild Horse and Burro Field Trip
Wilderness

Volunteers remove litter at Lake Mead
National Recreation Area (NPS)

Training courses are scheduled to be delivered in spring and fall. They are delivered by local
community experts and agency staff. Class sizes vary and may be restricted to a minimum and
maximum number. Course offerings, time of year, day of week, time of day have been modified
for 2007 as a result of Volunteer Preference Survey data (see Future Recommendations).

► Manual: Volunteer Orientation Manual and PowerPoint Presentation
► Document: Optional Training Course Descriptions
Recognition
It is thought that a key motivator in volunteerism is “identity” and a positive experience during
the initial phase of volunteering leads to the adoption of a volunteer role identity. Providing
positive experiences and acknowledging volunteers’ accomplishments aids in retention. Thus,
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Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP included the development and delivery of a formal joint recognition
program.
Event or episodic volunteers are recognized during and after their participation. Depending on
location and sponsors, lunch is provided on the event day and door prizes are also awarded.
These features create a festive, social atmosphere where volunteers get to know one another and
their volunteer coordinators. In the second and third years of the project, to coincide with
National Volunteer Week, all active volunteers received thank you notes and lapel pins.
Operational volunteers and exceptional groups were recognized during the course of this
project in two Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP banquets. The IVP Team developed formal volunteer
awards criteria for use in the award nomination and selection process. The awards banquets
included a video production highlighting volunteer activities, special guest speeches, and
presentation of awards.
Over the course of this project, awards were presented in the following categories:
• Volunteer of the Year
• Volunteer Group of the Year
• Volunteer Service Award
• Lifetime Achievement Award
• Volunteer Supervisor Award
• Environmental Education Award (special award)
• Outstanding Volunteer Leadership (special award)
Students from the UNLV College of Hotel Administration helped to plan and execute the Get
Outdoors Nevada/IVP Recognition Banquet, providing a valuable learning experience for
students and built‐in staffing for the event.

► DVD: 2006 Volunteer Recognition
Volunteer Events for Completion of Critical Conservation Projects
During the course of the Task Agreement, 22 Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP events were planned,
publicized, and held. The purpose of these events was to provide the framework, tools, and
instruction for large numbers of volunteers to complete critical conservation tasks on federal
public lands. The IVP Team identified and prioritized critical conservation projects across the
agencies annually.
The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP events were scheduled to coincide with well‐publicized national
events such as Great American Cleanup, National Public Lands Day, National Trails Day, Earth
Day, etc. Association with high‐profile national events is a way to capitalize on the energy and
publicity national events can bring to issues facing public lands. Additionally, this arrangement
provides increased opportunity to recruit new volunteers and organizations; individuals who
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are already familiar with a national event might be more inclined to support a local event.
Finally, greater corporate support for local events is associated with national events.
Event participation resulted in hundreds of volunteers donating a total of 8,481 hours of service.
This volunteer time is valued at an estimated $159,0002 . Collectively, volunteers removed
approximately 460 cubic yards of litter and restored eight miles of trail. Volunteers also
removed invasive vegetation to improve habitat for endangered fish species, planted native
shrubbery, reclaimed unauthorized roads, installed interpretive signs, removed graffiti, and
painted buildings and recreational structures. Table 1 on the next page is a summary of the
work completed during the 22 events. It is important to note that this summary does not
include other interagency volunteer hours that may have accrued in addition to those
completed at the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP PLI‐administered events.
2

The dollar value assigned to volunteer time used the 2006 average of $18.77 per hour. This is based on the average hourly earnings
of all production and non‐supervisory workers on private non‐farm payrolls as determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In
the Independent Sector, this figure is increased by 12 percent to estimate for fringe benefits.

A volunteer removes non-native
vegetation at Moapa Valley
National Wildlife Refuge (USFWS)
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YEAR 1

Year

Public Land

Number of
Volunteers

Results
Highlights
Litter removed: 140 yd3
Trail restoration: 12,020 ft
Sign installation
Litter removed: 20 yd3

459

1,917

$35,982

NPS

65

240

$4,505

•
•
•
•

104

529

$9,929

• Trail restoration: 7,920 ft

30

120

$2,252

• Stream restoration: 500 ft

658

2,806

$52,668

BLM

427

2,006

$37,652

NPS

198

792

$14,865

53

212

$3,979

--

--

--

678

3,010

$56,497

BLM

364

1,706

$32,021

NPS

172

820

$15,391

22

103

1,933

9

36

$675

567

2,665

$50,022

USFS

YEAR 1 TOTAL

YEAR 2

Volunteer
Time Value

BLM

USFWS

USFS

USFWS
YEAR 2 TOTAL

YEAR 3

Total Hours

USFS
USFWS
YEAR 3 TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

1,903

8,481

$159, 187

• Litter removed: 128 yd3
• Trail restoration: 40 tons
of gravel applied
Litter removed: 40 yd3
• Litter removed: 40 yd3
• Trail restoration: 13,200 ft
• Picnic area work

Litter removed: 10 yd3
Closure of unauthorized roads
Trail restoration: 2,640 ft
Installation of ADA accessible
trail: 900 ft
• Installation of fencing: 370 ft
• Painting: 6 host sheds,
7 bathrooms
Litter removed: 23 yd3
•
•
•
•

• Trail restoration
• Road restoration: 3,907 ft
• Litter removal: 75 lbs

•
•
•
•

Litter removed: > 361 yd3
Trail restoration: > 35,780 ft
Stream restoration: 500 ft
Completion of numerous projects
to enhance the public lands.

Table1. Table summarizes volunteer work at Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP events and results by
agency.

Grant Opportunities and Donations

The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Program Manager researched the Top 50 U.S. Foundations
Awarding Grants for the Environment (The Foundation Center) and searched grants.gov to
determine potential granting opportunities. Follow‐up phone calls were made to those that
appeared to support similar efforts. Many foundations provide funding to projects only in a
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specific geographic area and many are limited to specific activities. None of them were
determined likely to provide support for Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP.
Donations of cash and in‐kind support to UNLV for the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP totaled
$14,500.00 and included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Friends of Red Rock Canyon ($700.00 for National Public Lands Day)
HSBC ($800.00, non‐restricted funds)
Earthwatch Institute through HSBC ($550.00, non‐restricted funds)
Outside Las Vegas Foundation ($260.00 for National Trails Day)
Southern Nevada Conservancy ($3,000 for the Fall 2007 Volunteer Recognition Event)
Southern Nevada Conservancy (up $7,000 for hosting expenses)
Southern Nevada Regional Trails Partnership ($350.00, non‐restricted funds)
Starbucks ($1,500 estimated value of coffee donated for various conservation events)
WalMart ($300.00 for Red Rock Day)

Alternative Workforce Survey
Each of the four agencies has historically used a variety of alternative workforce suppliers in
addition to volunteers to meet their management responsibilities. The agencies recognized that
more sources of alternative workforce exist than were being used. Thus, it was determined that
as part of this project, a survey of area‐wide workforce suppliers would be completed to
identify potential suppliers that could assist the federal land agencies in meeting their ongoing
employment needs through the hiring of temporary or term employees.
The survey was initiated in December 2004 by the UNLV Center for Urban Partnerships in
collaboration with UNLV Center for Evaluation and Assessment. The study was documented
within the report: “Alternative Workforce Survey,” which included a needs assessment of the
four land management agencies, a survey and follow‐up interviews with 41 agencies in
Southern Nevada, a table aligning agency needs to workforce suppliers, and five
recommendations for action.

► Report: Alternative Workforce Survey

FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
The Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP initiative provides an important means by which the Southern
Nevada Agency Partnership (SNAP) can achieve its common goals of community connection,
resource protection, and complementary public use. Round 6 SNPLMA Conservation Initiatives
funding has already been approved for the continuation of this project. Continued support and
implementation of the program should:
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•

•
•

Sustain the central clearinghouse and provide support for individual agencies by
connecting volunteers with conservation projects including litter clean‐up, research,
restoration, outdoor education, invasive weed removal, trail maintenance, native plant
propagation.
Develop and sustain new community‐driven partnerships to increase volunteer capacity
to meet conservation goals.
Assess the efficacy and efficiency of the program (including training, recruitment, and
recognition components) and continue to improve it.

Specific objectives defined in the GBCESU Task Agreement for the Round 6 project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refine and maintain a quality, Web‐based volunteer database.
Manage, update, and administer the Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Web site.
Evaluate and revise, as appropriate, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for all areas
of interagency program management.
Evaluate and update strategies and tools for volunteer recruitment.
Support Agency Departments and SNAP Teams with a volunteer workforce for
conservation projects on public lands.
Evaluate, refine, enhance, and deliver an interagency volunteer orientation and training
program.
Identify possible grant and donation opportunities to help support and sustain the
program.
Plan and implement volunteer recognition initiatives and events.

Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP Volunteer Preferences Informal Surveys
In order to evaluate Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP success in developing programs and procedures
that meet volunteer needs, a short, 10‐question survey was crafted and submitted to 1,000
volunteers through an online survey and postal mailing. Survey questions were designed to
determine volunteer preferences related to communication, training, and recognition programs.
106 responses were received (including 80 responses from individuals who completed the
online survey and 26 responses from individuals who completed and returned a hard copy) and
are summarized as follows:
Volunteer Communication

Questions were designed to determine which methods volunteers prefer to receive program
information. Responses demonstrate that volunteers that have provided e‐mail addresses,
prefer to receive e‐mail communications, and those providing postal address only, prefer to
receive postal mail. 97.5% of respondents who completed the online survey prefer e‐mail
communications over postal mail or phone calls. Of the 26 respondents completing the hard
copy survey, all but four prefer to received postal and or phone communication.
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Volunteer Recognition Findings

A majority, 75% of respondents, indicated that they would attend an annual recognition
banquet and awards ceremony if invited. Of the 25% who would not attend, the majority, 85%,
said they would prefer to be recognized in a different way. And a majority, 63% prefer a
Saturday luncheon over any other day or time.
Volunteer Training Findings

Twenty‐two course offerings were listed in the survey. Respondents indicated a strong
preference for site specific field trips (65.8%). Courses with a 50% or higher preference included
Archaeology, Wilderness, Geology, Endangered Species, Trails, Native American Cultural
Resources, and Wild Horse & Burro. Courses listed with least interest (less than 20%) were
Defensive Driving, European Cultural Resources, and ATV. The remaining courses including
Birds, Winter Trails, Rock Climbing, Personal Safety, Spanish Trails, Leave No Trace, Reptiles,
First Aid/CPR, Hydrology, and Botany, received a response preference between 30 and 46%.
Preference for day of week, time of day, and time of year was solicited. When asked ‘What day
of the week would you prefer training courses offered,’ response leaned toward weekend
versus weekday (66% weekend/52% weekday). Morning training was strongly preferred over
afternoon and evening, with 55%/35%/20% respectively. Although preference for time of year
was scattered, Spring was favored, and Winter was the least desired.
The IVP Team reviewed and discussed survey responses; results informed the Spring 2007
training schedule.
It is recommended that these results continue to be used to inform the Get Outdoors
Nevada/IVP program and that formal analyses be conducted as part of the evaluation
component of the Round 6‐funded project.
Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP No-Show Rate Analysis

PLI elected to undertake an analysis of event pre‐registration lists, based on the observation that
not all on‐line registrants show up to scheduled events. It also created a baseline for long‐term
trend analyses. The no‐show rate averaged 43%. It appeared that a shortened registration lead
time for events correlated with a reduction in no‐show rate. Other potential factors are distance
to the event, weather, and volunteer status.
To test this theory, in Fall 2006 the registration lead time for three National Public Lands Day
events and one Make a Difference Day was reduced from several months to several weeks. This
resulted in a 13% decrease in the no‐show rate. It appears that shortening the lead time is one
method for reducing no‐show rate. Thus, Get Outdoors Nevada/IVP now uses a standard lead
time of 4‐6 weeks. It is recommended that no‐show analysis continue.
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